
Bitcoin Extremes 

Helping You Earn 

By Hinch 

(Note: The satoshi bot has been uploaded please download it) 



Method 1 Autopilot: No Investment Method (If you have nothing I recommend this one) 

There are many known bitcoin gambling sites and most think they are rigged but they are not.  

Head over to: http://adf.ly/1Jho6S and click on this for free BTC 

Since you have a low amount I recommend these options 

Base Bet: 0.00000001 

Let this run and watch the money come in. Note this is not always the most trusty method as its autopilot and you have no control over what 

happens. 

After around 30 seconds with no investment imaging the opportunity if you used this method and invested. 



Method 2 Manual: No Investment Method (If you have nothing I recommend this one) 

This method is similar to method one but you will be doing it manually.

We are going to keep rolling this until we lose then we will change the roll under and double our bet amount. 

If you lose again keep alternating between under and over then revert to your original bet.  



Method 3 Manual: Optional Investment but not required. 

This method is similar to method one and two but we are going to cut out the double losses by implementing a slightly different tactic. 

Do this until you see you lose three times in a row? Don’t worry that’s only 0.00000003 loss but the odds of losing for the fourth time is very 

unlikely so we are now going to put in a high bet of half your balance or if you have a lot just put 10x the bet.

As you see I lost three times in a row with 0.00000003 meaning my balance went down by 3 so I put the bet 

0.0000001 And did it again and gained 0.00000007 profit. If you implemented this with a large amount of btc you would earn a lot of money. Or you 

could also do 100x your balance. 



Method 4 Autopilot: 

This method is one very safe method that you will always earn your money back  but of course its gambling so I will not take responsibility of your 

losses. 

As you can see that with a bet of 0.0000001 and I lost Once which is -10 but due to 

increasing bet by 900% I earn that back and due to the probability of me winning I also earn 

profit. 

Loss 0.0000001 

Won 0.0000001, 0.00000001, 0.00000001, 0.00000001, 0.00000001, 0.00000001, 

0.00000001 this accounts for a 0.00000006 profit in about 3 seconds 

A few seconds later with a base bet of 0.00000050 

We have doubled the faucet money in a few mins 



Method 5 Autopilot: Not the safest method but it does work (Needs investment) 

Head over to Sataoshi Mines http://adf.ly/1JhoFt

Register there and deposit some bitcoins, Yes this is the investment method. 

Once done say you put in 10,000 Satoshi we will put these settings in the bot 

Now Click Choose Driver and locate the driver for windows that is included with the bot. For the bet strategy we will click this. 

Now Press Start and watch the money come in. 

Bot Download: http://adf.ly/1Jhoye 

https://satoshimines.com/


Method 6 Manual: Risky Method but pays out a lot more than any other. (Needs investment) 

Head over to SatoshiMines http://adf.ly/1JhoFt

Register there and deposit some bitcoins, Yes this is the investment method. 

Once done say you put in 20,000 Satoshi we will put these settings in the bot I will do a bet of 500 bits as I feel this is safest as I don’t have a lot in 

my balance. 

You are now going to do a L shape with your bets like this 

As you can see we x4d out initial input you may be asking how is this risky. Well if you loose you are going to x2 your bet and if you keep losing you 

may lose all of your money if you don’t have a large number in your balance.  

As you see I double my bet to 1000 and do the l shape this winnings would cover the 500 loss and make you 2000 profit still.  

https://satoshimines.com/


Method 7 Manual: Safe Method Slight Risk. (Needs investment) 

Head over to SatoshiMines http://adf.ly/1JhoFt

Register there and deposit some bitcoins, Yes this is the investment method. 

Once done say you put in 20,000 Satoshi we will put these settings in the bot I will do a bet of 100 bits as I feel this is safest as I don’t have a lot in 

my balance. 

What we are going to do is play a test round to see where the bomb is 

From here we are going to play wherever the bomb is. 

As you can see. When we lose we will have to increase our bet to cover up our loss. 

We lost 100 so know we are going to click on the bomb and put our bet as 3500 this makes us a profit of 140 covering our 100 loss. Use the ration 

for bet to first loss 1:35 and if you lose the 3500 put a bet of 122500 or if you don’t have that put your max bet as there is next to no chance you will 

lose 3 times in a row. (Its not certain that you will win but 99%) Or you could ignore your losses and put another 3500 to at least cover the 100 loss 

and continue. 

https://satoshimines.com/


Method 8 99% autopilot: No Investment but fun  

With this method we are going to be utilising a mobile game called 2048. You may know of this game as difficult asf but with my help your going to be 

able to finish the game 100% of the time and earn btc. In fact you have two choices play the game semi-manually (press one key) or let it go 

autopilot.

Go Over to http://adf.ly/1JhpMy and sign up 

You are also going to need opera browser. (Its free) 

Once signed up and using your opera browser head over to 

http://megabitload.com/download/index/89645732/ and download that 

file. Once done drag and drop that file into opera and you should have a bar at the top saying not installed due to unknown publisher and there will be a 

button saying go click that then press install. 

Once you have done that head back over to the bitcoin 2048 site and press play you will have a small menu pop up 

Press ok and now you see your game. If you want to be autopilot and slow press 1 and keep it really small in the corner as you will have to manually 

press restart gaming whenever you get to 2048 (every game) 

If you want it to be done faster you can do it manually by keep pressing 3 (note if you go to fast you will be forced to put in a captcha) I have not 

tested number 2 but it seems that it keeps asking for a captcha this defies the point of autopilot.  Fancy making it faster? Make a few more windows I 

recommend no more than 3 

http://goo.gl/4m6FE2
http://megabitload.com/download/index/43165425/


Method 9 Manual: 

This method in perspective to others pays high but does require some effore but like method 8 its in the form of a game 

If you have an android phone install this application http://goo.gl/IxSIiB 

You have to have unknown sources allowed to do this you must go to settings-security-unknown sources. 

If you don’t have an android device you can do this on your computer you will still need the 

application file but you will also need a piece of software for windows called bluestacks, you can 

download this here. http://goo.gl/0XD8s7 Now open the app and create an account. This is a 

flappy bird based game but multiplier. You compete in small 4 player competitions and as long as 

you don’t come last you earn money. Just don’t cash out till you have at least 0.001 you can get 

that in less than a day. 

Here is a link to a gif of the game http://gyazo.com/3cbfc3cec473897bd8d0e49318d04216 

http://goo.gl/IxSIiB
http://goo.gl/0XD8s7


(Best method) Bonus: Semi-Autopilot: Investment required :)

This method pays BIG if you stick with it. I personally have made the most btc off of this method here. This method is 
more long term, but if you put in the hard work in the beginning, you can really rake in some serious cash over time.

Head over to http://goo.gl/5Bk96Y

Register using your bitcoin wallet.

The basics to this site is referring people earns you income. The more people you 
refer, and the more people your referrals refer, the more income you get. There is 
no hack or bot to this, it is a simple way of making money with little effort. and 
some investment
With this site all you need to know is that the more you deposit the more you can 
earn!

So remember that you can not earn more than you deposit. 
In other words, the more you deposit, the more you will profit!

I said earlier that I made the most income from this. I have made over 1.5 BTC, only 
deposited .64BTC and I am earning .64BTC from all of my referral income(Do the 
BTC to USD conversions.

http://www.hackforums.net/member.php?action=profile&uid=256903


Well This is my ebook and I hope you enjoyed it. I am also making a series on my road to 1 BTC 

using only the methods mentioned in my ebook specifically the primedice methods then I will make 

another thread using only the satoshi mines methods. Personally I use method 3,4,7,8,9 and the 
bonus.

Brought to you by Hinch. 


